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New Technologies to Preserve and Promote Cultural Heritage: The Italian Experience 

 
Workshop on: 

Immersive exhibits & Storytelling: engaging the public, bringing the past to new life 
  

Tbilisi, Georgia, September 26,  2018 
 

National Museum of Georgia, Auditorium, 3A Purtseladze Street 
 
Abstract. Virtual and interactive technologies are bringing a major change in the way museums are organised and 
visitors do perceive and understand the cultural and aesthetic value of the artworks. Museums are evolving from the 
old static exhibition approach to more interactive, immersive and participating approach. New technologies are often 
at the basis of this radical change, offering a number of technical instruments (visual media, interactive and mobile 
applications, immersive exhibitions, etc.) which allow curators to tell the story of the artworks in a more pleasing and 
entertaining manner and provide teachers with powerful educational platforms and tools. 
 
 
10.00 – 10.20 Registration  
 
10.20 – 10.45 Welcome session 
  

Georgian Minister for Education, Science, Culture, and Sport,  Mikheil Batiashvili  (TBC) 
Ambassador of Italy,       Antonio Bartoli 
Rector of Tbilisi State University,     George Sharvashidze 

 
10.45– 12.55 Panel 
 
10.45-10.50 Welcome from the Panel Chair   
 

David Lordkipanidze (Director General of the National Museum of Georgia) 
 
10.50 – 12.05 Panelists’ presentations  

 
10.50 – 11.05 Marco Cappellini (Centrica): “Immersive and interactive digital exhibitions: a new 
experience with art” 
 
11.05 – 11.20 Giorgio Genta (ETT Solutions): “Exploiting augmented and virtual reality for storytelling” 
 
11.20 – 11.35 Laura Longo (Nanyang Technological University - Singapore): “Stone tools as 
bioarchives. The case of starchy food in human evolution” 
 
11.35 – 11.50 Renato Saporito (Cose Belle d’Italia Media Entertainment): “Art, technology, enjoyment, 
scientific rigour. Discover the values of Magister”  
  
11.50 – 12.05 Roberto Scopigno (ISTI-CNR): “Interacting with digital artworks”  

 
12. 05 – 12.55 Discussion session1 

                                                
1 The discussion session will address the questions associated with the advent of the new technologies and the consolidation of new approaches in the museum context; 
the questions to be addressed may include: 

- How can Virtual Reality technology help develop the sense of presence and lead to a deeper and more conscious involvement of museum visitors?   
- Which technologies do make a difference? What does the public prefer?  
- What should be the interplay between internet-based resources and on-site installations? 
- How to better link sense of presence, memorization and learning? 
- What aspects have to be considered when dealing with reconstructed past (building volumes, proportions and distances, etc)? 
- Which are the obstacles in the deployment of new technologies in museums? 

12.55 – 13.00 Closing remarks 
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Biographies of the Panelists and Profiles of their Organizations  
 
Panelist 1:  Marco Cappellini (Centrica) 

Marco Cappellini, is graduated in Electronic Engineering, Telecommunications and Telematics at 
the University of Florence, with a thesis on the VASARI scanner. He has been involved in many 
European Projects with Uffizi Gallery. In 1997-98 he has been technical manager of 
HYPERMUSEUM Project for CIVITA Consortium. In 1999 has cofounded Centrica, a company 
where he covers CEO position. The company, active in the areas of digital imaging and multimedia 
development, has developed important products and solutions, from image server XLimage®, to 
DAM/ DRM platform XLphoto® (IST Prize Winner 2006), to Uffizi Touch®, brought at EXPO 
Shanghai with the first digital exhibition Uffizi Virtuale, to multimedia development for Renaissance 
exhibition in Beijing at National Museum, to XLknowledge® and Centrica Platform. In 2010 he has 
co-founded ViDiTrust, where he covers President position, which has designed and patented 
ViSeQR® for anticounterfeiting, tracking and geomarketing. In 2015 has cofounded VIRTUITALY, a 
startup of Centrica, focused on immersive&interactive digital exhibitions, where he covers CEO 
position.   

Centrica (www.centrica.it) Combining professional skills, experience, certified know-how, 
proprietary technologies and practical creativity, Centrica has the competences to enhancing 
cultural heritage through digital technologies and support museums and cultural institutions in the 
process. Thanks to a strong background in digital imaging and interactive technologies for the 
cultural heritage field, the company is able to offer the best solutions to valorize every 
representation of art - from the tiniest painting to the mosaic ceiling of an historic building, from the 
rarest sculpture to the finest decorative tapestry - declining a set of technologies according to 
specific clients’ needs. Pioneer in high-res digitization and knowledge management, since 1999 
Centrica participated to high-end projects involving arts and culture, whenever a complex handling 
of visual elements is required. The professionalism and sensitivity developed in those years qualify 
the company as a reliable referral point for museums, archives, public and private cultural 
organizations, municipalities and companies, for high profile activities in the conservation and 
valorization of artworks. As founder of VirtuItaly startup, Centrica brings the experience and know 
how to achieve the best user experience through digital exhibitions. 
 

 
Panelist 2:  Giorgio Genta (ETT Solutions)   
  

Giorgio Genta is Vice President and CIO - Chief Innovation Officer at ETT Spa. He is also 
Quality, Health and Safety Manager. Giorgio Genta holds a degree in Electronic 
Engineering from the University of Genova. After graduating in 1995, Giorgio held positions 
as software engineer with multinational corporations (Ansaldo – Finmeccanica and 
Softmedia Group) and was Technical Director, Head of Software Engineering and CTO 
(Chief Technology Officer) for Alchera Group Spa, a company that deals with 
communication both on and offline. He has been at ETT since 2003. Giorgio Genta is ETT’s 
coordinator and manager of all technical aspects. He is coordinator, supervisor and 
technical director of the resources employed in ETT’s main projects. Giorgio operates 
across the main areas of e-government, e-business, e-learning, e-commerce, consultancy 
and research. He also coordinates development of new technologies and new media 
solutions (touch screen, multi-touch screen, Microsoft Surface, Visual Tags, AR-VR projects 
etc.) for private companies and museum/cultural exhibitions, to break down the traditional 
barriers between people and technology, enabling a more natural interaction between 
digital content and real life.  

                                                                                                                                                                         
13:30 - Lunch  
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ETT S.p.A. (www.ettsolutions.com) an international Creative and Digital Industry, 
specialises in Innovation Technology and Experience Design. Founded in 2000, the 
company employs over 100 people in Italy – at its Genoa Head Office and branches in 
Rome, Milan, Naples, Ancona, Pescara and Palermo – and Europe (London and Lugano). 
ETT combines innovative design, storytelling and cutting-edge technologies to create 
engaging digital experiences for museums and corporate or public spaces. Its New Media 
unit has delivered over 700 multimedia installations for around ninety museums and private 
clients, shared by more than three million visitors. ETT creates innovative applications 
(multi-touch and touchless systems, augmented and virtual reality, mobile apps for 
smartphones and tablets, gesture interfaces etc.), exploiting and applying new-technology 
potential to edutainment, culture, tourism, communications and marketing. ETT is one of 
only five companies worldwide to be included in Gartner’s report “Cool Vendors in 
Enterprise Wearable and Immersive Technologies, 2017”, published in June 2017. 

 
Panelist 3:  Laura Longo (NTU Singapore) 
 

Laura Longo (MSc in Natural Sciences and a PhD in Anthropology) is pioneering a multi-
scale approach to museum artefact biographies, utilising research methods and conceptual 
frameworks on a multidisciplinary basis. As an archaeologist, museologist and scholar, she 
investigates stone tools, which represent powerful evidence of cultural traits as well as 
remanence as biogenic residues, thus keeping both the tangible and intangible evidence of 
past behaviour. She has been developing a research that helps in merging behavioural and 
environmental issues that affect human material culture and our understanding of it. 
By using digital technologies, archaeological objects come to be an outstanding example of 
how the successful integration between humanities and science can deal with the 
complexity of human behaviour and of coupled human-ecological systems comprehension. 
For the present workshop “Immersive exhibits & Storytelling: engaging the public, bringing 
the past to new life” Laura will present the integrated multi-scale contextual approach to 
stone tools analysis, which allows to establish protocols to retrieve, analyse and conserve 
use-related biogenic residues (i.e. starches from grinding stones). The innovative way to 
look into stone tools demonstrate they are rich and unexpected bioarchives, with a high 
diagnostic potential to reconstruct environments, patterns of land use, and dietary habits of 
the past humans.    Laura is using the evolutionary perspective as the looking glass through 
which we can analyse the origins of mismatch in food habits and its contemporary 
aftermaths, thus bringing the past to life and making a sense of keeping and investing 
museum collections.  
 
Since 2015 at NTU, Laura established a Visualisation of Cultural Heritage (VCH) Lab at 
ADM School, equipped with a Digital Microscope and a 3D scanner and devoted software 
to investigate both artefacts texture surface analysis and biogenic residues.  
As a scholar with multiple interests – Laura published more than 100 scientific and peer-
reviewed papers published in reputable journals that include, among all else, Science and 
PNAS - her academic experience informs her approach towards museum collections that 
can serve to bridge the conceptual chasm that remains in vogue between the social and 
natural sciences (STEAMED) and its translation into Heritage Science.  
As a museum curator she designed the musealisation of the Roman Theatre under Palazzo 
Vecchio in Florence by using for the first-time projection mapping at a large scale for a 
permanent exhibition “Representing Time”  https://vimeo.com/147794267.  In 2014 she co-
organized Museum and the WEB-Florence https://youtu.be/tXldyLqi1io. In collaboration with 
PRISMA, Laura designed and realised the app devoted to the Roman city of Florentia 
http://theflr.net/izi-romanexcav. and the virtual visit of the Roman Florentia model 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=516RSFmiR3E, a special event created for the opening 
of “Tourisma” 2015. 
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Panelist 4:  Renato Saporito (Cose Belle d’Italia Media Entertainment) 
 

Renato Saporito graduated in Politics & International Sciences in Naples, then moved to Boston 
studying at the Center for Business Innovation. Back to Italy, Mr. Saporito worked as strategic 
consultant for several prime companies. From 2004 to 2009 he has been business partner and 
Counsellor for UpTEAM SPA, multi-sector company.  In 2005 he founded People&Projects, 
specialised in complex and textiles architecture. Among the most prestigious projects: ARAMCO's 
headquarters in Riyadh, Yemen's Ministry of Defence cupola's designing, MEA training school's 
Dome in Beirut, Uffizi's Florentine Renaissance exhibition setup by The National Museum of China, 
Confluences Musée in Lyon.  He was CEO of Simmetrico Group, taking part in designing the 
EXPO's pavilions for USA and Azerbaijan. Since February 2017, Mr. Saporito has been CEO of 
Cose Belle d’Italia Media Entertainment and creative supervisor of the Magister format.  
 
 
Cose Belle d’Italia Media Entertainment (www.cosebelleditalia.com) a subsidiary of Gruppo 
Cose Belle d’Italia, whose mission is to extend the supply of content creation through the production 
of formats conceived, created, managed and distributed on the Italian market and at international 
level through an ethical and cultural approach to communicating and generating wealth.  The 
Magister format shares this philosophy. Following Magister Giotto (2017) and Magister Canova 
(2018), in 2019 it will present Magister Raffaello, to complete the trilogy devoted to art history’s 
universal masters. In this contemporary format of touring exhibitions conceived and produced by 
Cose Belle d’Italia Media Entertainment, the scientific rigour and the immersive power of the details 
allows younger visitors to immerse themselves in the life and art of the great masters in an 
extraordinary opportunity for knowledge and entertainment.  The Magister format presents 
immersive experiences that blend together technology, entertainment and state of the art research.  
 

 
 
Panelist 5:  Roberto Scopigno (CNR-ISTI) 
 

 
Roberto Scopigno graduated in Computer Science at Pisa University in 1984. He is a Research 
Director with CNR-ISTI and leads the Visual Computing Lab. He has been engaged in research 
projects dealing with 3D graphics and visual technologies (interactive visualisation, multi-resolution 
technologies, 3D digitization) with main applications to Cultural Heritage. He published more than 
250 papers in international journals or conferences, with Google Scholar h-index 51. Mr. Scopigno 
has been responsible person for CNR-ISTI for several EU projects and ICP Co-Chair of several 
international conferences. He served as Chair of the Eurographics Association (2009-2010), Editor 
in Chief of the Int. Journal Computer Graphics Forum (2001-2010) and member of the ERC PE6 
panel (ICT panel); he is Editor in Chief of the ACM J. on Computing and Cultural Heritage. He has 
been the recipient of the “Outstanding Technical Contribution Award” issued by the Eurographics 
Association in 2008 and of the “Distinguished Career Award” issued by Eurographics in 2014. 
 

 
The Italian National Research Council (CNR www.cnr.it ) is the largest and most important 
research body of Italy, the depositary of a unique heritage of knowledge and skills. The mission of 
CNR is to carry out, promote and disseminate research activities in the main sectors of knowledge 
and study their application to the scientific, technological and social development of the country, 
relying on 4,000+ researchers, and 1,500 technicians. The CNR research activities are carried out 
in a network of 100+ institutes, spread across the national territory, and organized in seven thematic 
departments that embrace almost all scientific research fields. The Institute of Science and 
Information Technologies (ISTI) is the largest among CNR institutes active on ICT. ISTI  is located 
in Pisa, is organized in twelve thematic laboratories and has around 150 permanent staff and 100 
temporary collaborators.  
 
 
 
 


